THREE Octopussy
(THREE OCTOPUSES)
On weekends, octopus visiting her beloved grandmother ...
Grandma loves her grandchildren and always pleased. We came the
next weekend, but my mother had accumulated a lot of homework,
and my dad octopus has not come home from work. What to do?
Grandma is waiting for them. Dad usually accompanies them to it
... After all, they are still inexperienced, and their own can not
reach.
Should be asked to help nurse jellyfish, I thought my mother.
Babysitting gladly accepted, because it is with them from
birth ...

Goal of the game: Jumping on jellyfish
Octopussy
grandmother.

alternately

Help kids
move to his

Control:
Keyboard - opqa
Kempston joystick
Sinclair joystick
danger/bonuses:
Do not let the octopus come down to the very bottom. There they
were waiting for certain death. Depth simply will drag on the
bottom.
Avoid clashes with crabs. Crabs are very hungry creatures.
They can very easily catch and eat octopus.

Fish ruff - not dangerous, but she does not like it when
violate the peace. Jellyfish can only close it is to quietly sailed kids
...

Air bubbles - an insidious thing. Either help or are
prevented. They can pull the top as the octopus and jellyfish,
thus knocking them out of the way.
By controlling the jellyfish, try not top slides over the
octopus. Kids, fearing schekotok will run away from the nurse
down ... thus approaching danger.
Score:
In contact with air bubbles, earn points ...
Taking starfish
You will get 500 points
Once the octopus coming to her grandmother, bonuses
- 1000 points.
life:
As it is well known in the octopus three hearts. And in the game.
On each child is given three lives.
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